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was favorable for a
E VERYTHING
good Commencement. The weather
was all that could be asked for; the
friends were here in, perhaps, more
than their usual number; the character of all the exercises was excellent.
The week, fraught with so much hope
and joy, has come and passed. The
farewells have now been said. The
boys are off for their homes, the mountains, or the sea-shore, while the graduates are pondering in their minds
what yet remains to conquer.

The success of Ivy-Day exercises
will, we hope, be a means of keeping
in our college the custom of planting
the ivy. Nothing is more to be regretted than to see indifference on the
part of our classes to the distinctive
college customs. We say this because
we feel that such indifference leads to
a lack of college spirit, which tends to
weaken the attachment for our college.
Ivy Day and Class Day have, moreover, a peculiar claim on our classes,
for they furnish about the only occasions on which the students of a class
can join with class pride in an exercise
distinctly their own.
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The return of this season will revive
the old question of Commencement
speakers—their number, and the
method of choosing them. There are
some who think there should be no
speakers from the graduating class,
but that an able man, one that will
interest and instruct, should be procured to deliver an oration. This is
an extreme view ; the other extreme
is found in that college in which all
the graduating class appeared on the
Commencement stage, the speeches
being limited to four minutes each.
The more common plan, for a limited number of the graduates to speak,
is, we think, a better one. We are
glad, however, to see a tendency to
decrease the number. Honors can be
assigned, and names appear on the
programs for admiring friends, if need
be'; but the public rejoices to see a
good many "stars," when a long program is presented, to show that some
are excused.
Bank in scholarship is the usual test
for selecting Commencement speakers.
As the number of speakers grows less,
there will be difficulties to be met, for
it frequently happens that the best
scholars will poorly represent a class
on the stage.
We are glad to see so much interest
manifested in lawn-tennis. • The Juniors
and Freshmen have organized class
associations, and between them own
three nets. One of these, however,
has not been used for want of ground
sufficiently level to make a court. At
present there is not a decent tennis
ground on the campus; but with very

little expense a sufficient area could be
graded for live or six good courts.
This matter of grading a portion of
the campus for tennis courts has been
laid before the Faculty and Trustees of
the college, and we hope they will not
be delinquent in advancing this enjoyable and popular game.
"We are sorry to say that the gallantry of '87 is under a cloud. At a
recent party, given by one of the young
ladies to the members of her class,
quite a number of the young ladies
invited, several of whom lived at some
distance, were allowed to go home, in
the middle of the night, unattended.
A similar thing happened at the President's reception. Look out, boys;
don't get the girls down on you, whatever you do.
The very pleasant and profitable
evening spent by the Juniors with Professor Angell and his excellent lady,
leads us to wish that such occasions
were less rare. Not only is good will
thus established between instructor and
students, but that culture is gained
which can be obtained only by going
pito society. Owing to what seems to
the Trustees of the college like a wise
provision, we are not allowed to have
class suppers. These are looked upon
in many colleges as almost indispensable, and they serve to draw the members of the class more closely together.
As long as such a rule exists here, can
there not be some substitute? At the
Wesleyan University (Connecticut) the
professors hold fortnightly receptions,
which are highly enjoyed and appreciated by the students. If each class
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could have one once a term here, we
are sure that it would meet the hearty
approval of us all.
Although many members of the band
are beginners, they have made remarkable progress since the first of the
term. We now have a well organized,
live band, in which we take a just
pride. The action of the Faculty in
giving them two recitations a week is
to be commended, for the college cannot fail to be benefited by the band.
President Cheney did the right thing,
June 10th, in giving them a reception ;
and if the excellent concert that they
gave in his yard was an index of the
good time they had they must have
enjoyed the President's hospitality very
much.
The positions taken by the college
journals on political questions are,
with few exceptions, commendable.
There is a tendency to encourage honest
inquiry on subjects that affect the welfare of our country, lint this is done,
for the most part, without any mention
of parties. Such a course does not
prove that college students have no
interest in political matters. The canvasses made in the colleges of our
country for Presidential favorites
showed a variety of choices, but all
seemed to confirm the statement, going
the rounds of the college press, that a
large majority of college students are
Republicans. In the coming Presidential campaign it is to be expected that
much student enthusiasm will be called
forth. At Bates such enthusiasm will
be especially expected, for Blame, as
shown by the canvass made early in the
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season, is a favorite with our students.
He is one of the Fellows of our college,
and from Bates he received his honorary degree of LL. D. But of all
that is said and done in the coming
campaign little will ever find its way
into the college press. There will be
incidental mention of flag poles, locals
giving a sly thrust at some student who
makes himself a mark by over-euthusiasin, or perhaps complimentary notices of the music furnished by the
college band.
It is interesting to notice how the
summer vacation is passed both by those
who seek pleasure only, and those who
seek profit as well as pleasure. The
mountains and sea-side each have their
admirers. Here the weary worker finds
his needed rest, the vigorous student
finds employment which is, perchance,
rest for him, the dude ekes out his
listless existence.
The establishment of schools of language at many summer resorts illustrates the practical trait of American
life. In these schools all teaching is
by the "natural method." French and
German tables are formed. All conversation is in the language which the
student is studying. Many students of
our colleges are improving these opportunities for gaining greater proficiency in the modern languages.
There are some who think there is
nothing like taking a trip across the
continent on a wheel.
Still others
there are who take long journeys on
foot. Parties of college students are
to travel on foot through France and
Switzerland. Each will follow his own
particular need or taste.
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A WOMAN'S SORROW.

BY E. F. N., '72.
Unkind, was he ? No, not as men would say ;
Her ear ne'er caught a word that spoke rebuke.
Cruel ? It seemed not; ne'er by aet or look,
As 'neath their marriage bonds from day to
day,
They fared together, did he aught betray
Of disappointment. Yet her soul mistook
No sign. Her finer sense searched every nook
Of bis (dose-guarded heart. She went her way,
Her woman's heart repressed, its longings

crashed,
Her keen soul-hunger all unsatisfied,
For her love's rosy dawn had never Hushed
The morning skies, nor beam to beam replied
Across life's golden day. Her lips were
hushed,
She trod her darkened path until she died.

THE INDIVIDUALITY OF EMERSON AS A WRITER.
BY

E. B. C, '84.

TTIMERSON'S influence upon American thongbt has been a peculiar
one. He has taught no new code of
morals, formulated no religions creed,
established no system of philosophy.
He was not a preacher to move
men's hearts ; he was not an orator to
sway men's passions; he was not a
logician to convince men's intellects,
and yet heart, feelings, and intellect
have bowed before this strange genius.
He has been for nearly half a century the central figure iu the American
world of letters. No one who reads
and thinks has escaped his influence.
We trace it in the current literature, on
the lecture platform, and even in the
sacred desk.
Ministers, teachers,
students, thinking men and women
everywhere have gladly learned the
truth as it is in Emerson.
The secret of Emerson's power is

i to be found in the peculiar constitution
of his mind. His was a mind that
worked intuitively, never logically.
With the processes of logical thought
he had no sympathy. The syllogistic
form of argument was unknown to
him. His intuition was absolute authority in all matters of speculation.
As all truth came through intuition, so
he accepted all intention as truth.
If
the truth came by flashes, it was yet
so plain that there was no mistaking
its identity. As with every intuitive
mind, he possessed implicit confidence
in his own power to see truth. He
saw as by inspiration, and he spoke
with the authority of a prophet. His
statements are always in the form of
facts, never opinions.
Now in the natural working of such
a mind, we find the key to Emerson's
individuality as a writer. It gave him
an originality of style, a freshness of
thought, a positiveness of expression,
and a power to inspire, that no other
mind could possess. If it often makes
his style irregular, his thinking unsystematic, his sayings mystical, it
never fails to make him poetic, imaginative, inspiring.
His paradoxes are
sometimes as ambiguous as the responses of the Delphic oracle, and
again his pages fairly glitter with aphorisms and epigrams, perfect models
of brevity and clearness.
Even more plainly may the peculiar
processes of his intuitive mind be
traced in his poetry. The delight of
a narrow circle of admirers, it has
made him the despair of the critics.
Because he is not like other poets, and
refuses to be measured by their stand-
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ard, they deny that he is a true poet.
And so he is not, as poets go. But if
he sets at defiance all the laws of
poetry in form, he yet has the very
essence of poetry in substance. He
possesses all the poet's nature without
the poet's art. His poetry lacks sentiment and passion, as would be expected from a mind wholly given to
the search for truth ; and yet its quaintness is at least attractive, its originality
striking, its moral tone elevating. If
never accepted as a standard, it will
yet endure—read by many, admired
by some, appreciated by a few.
His teachings are in keeping with
the peculiarities of his mind. In a
man who accepts every intuition as a
truth, we should expect to find inconsistencies, and so we do.
Since he
regards his own intuitions as absolute,
we should expect that no prior beliefs
would be sacred to him, and they are
not. He denies a personal God. Constantly inspired by nature, he lacked
that logical mind which can look
through nature up to nature's God.
Trusting to a spiritual instinct, rather
than to reason, he is content to worship the thing created rather than
search for a personal Creator.
And yet when hard pressed to define
his belief, he refuses to be called a
pantheist, because his intuitive mind
has too keen a sense of spiritual truth
to allow him to regard the material
universe alone as God. If he had
known how to draw logical conclusions
he would have found no way of escape
from being a Christian theist. As it
was, he saw in the great Over-Soul
an infinite intelligence, and if he did
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not give it form and substance, it yet
had for him all the realness of personality.
Endowed with a deeply religious
nature, his intuitive mind could not
accept any arbitrary system of revealed religion, but must draw its own
religion direct from nature herself.
Consequently he refuses to accept
Christianity, denying the inspiration
of the Bible and the divinity of Christ.
Yet a study of his writings will show
that he had a religion if not a creed,
a belief, if not a dogma. If he had
logically examined his own views, he
would have found himself to be a skeptic—not on the vital principles of the
Christian religion, but on its dogmas.
He rejects Christianity as a system,
yet his intuition leads him to accept it
in substance. He rejects the Bible as
a revelation from God, yet its principles are what he accepts as a guide to
conduct. If not a Christian in name,
he is yet a Christian in spirit. Abandoning the outward forms of religion,
he yet lives its inward life.
Often unsound, yet always sincere
in his teaching, fresh and vigorous in
his thought, the very absence of a
formulated creed has made him a
power in stimulating religious thought,
and so revolutionizing religious belief.
His intuitional method made him
equally bold in dealing with great
moral truths.
Here his teachings,
though not new, are equally at variance
with those of the Christian school.
To him, sin is not what men have ignorantly supposed it to be. Evil, he
says, is not real, but only the absence
of good, as cold is the privation of
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heat. To say that a man is wicked is
to say that he is as yet unripe. Human depravity is but a stepping-stone
in the soul's progress toward the perfect ideal. Man in the jail or on the
gibbet is on his way to all that is good
and true.
Here again his teaching is unsound,
and here again he rises superior to his
own unsound doctrine.
If we approach him in the right spirit, we experience, never harm, only good; for
we recognize in him, not the logician,
but the seer ; not the teacher, but the inspirer. The unsoundness of his teaching is lost in his power to inspire to
nobler living. Indeed, it may be said
that he inspires men too much, so that
they appear to the majority of their
fellows as visionary and impractical.
But in this practical age, men of inspiration are too rare to be lightly
esteemed. In an age whose standard
is utility, he taught men to love the
true, the beautiful, the good.
The search for truth was with Emerson a passion, and so forgetful of
self did lie become, that he unconsciously stamped his own character on
his work. He is himself the best epitome of his own teachings.
His own,
a life pure and simple, he is a noble
example of one who could rise above
the materialism of the age—an eternal
protest against all that is mean, gross,
and sensual, worthy of a place among
those whom he himself calls—
" The Olympic bards who sung,
Divine ideas below ;
Which always find us young,
And always keep us so."
.—.

•-♦-♦-

The annual income of Amherst is
875,000.

"MANIIUS DATE
I'LENLS."

LI LI A

[tfneid, B. VI.]
BY N., 77.
Not for one hero dead we cull to-day
Sweet flowers of spring ;
And over one brave heart forever stilled
Sad pa>ans sing.
The East, and West, the North, the sunny
South
Their tribute pay
To the brave boys thai ushered in the niorn
Of Freedom's day.
On hill-sides green and fair, in verdant vales,
Where'er ye lie,
Your mourning comrades meet, and sadly
dream
Of days gone by.
The days of weary march, of fevered strife,
Or darker yet,
Of prison pens, where languished those we
mourn
But ne'er forget.
All honor to the heroes who remain
To guard our land ;
While grateful hearts their homage pay to
them,
The silent band.
And if again another stain shall mar
Our banner bright,
May we, your sons, as fearless and as true,
Uphold the right !
May :«), 1H84.

A

COLLEGE EDUCATION FOR
HI'S I.N ESS MEN.
BY vv. v. w., 'a-».
I ET us first seek to ascertain the
-^ object of a college course. It is
not to prepare one for any special
profession or occupation.
It is
not merely to store one's mind with a
certain amount of useful knowledge.
It seeks rather to so train the mind as
to bring out its maximum strength. It
develops the various faculties of the
mind so that it can be applied, to the
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best advantage, to whatever one undertakes.
Because a college education
does not prepare the student for his intended profession, many people fail to
see the use of spending four years in
college. They say a young man would
learn more htw or medicine by entering upon his professional studies at
once. So a boy might learn more
farming in a year by working all the
time than by attending school three
months out of the twelve. But no intelligent farmer would so instruct his son.
lie desires him to attend school as
much as possible—although his studies
have no direct relation to farming—
that he may perform his work with intelligence and judgment.
No ou'e questions the wisdom of
such a course. Why then condemn
the college? For that, in many respects, bears the same relation to the
professions and higher vocations as the
common school does to the ordinary
occupations. Others admit that a college education is very beneficial to
those who are to make use of it,
namely : to those contemplating a professional life. But even if it does directly benefit them more, why may it
not still be of great advantage to business men?
Those who deny the value of a college course to business men, lose sight
of the real object of a college education. They think knowledge—the accumulation of facts—the sole benefit
of such a course. But the training
and discipline that the mind receives is
of far more importance than the information that it gains. We are aware
that this training and culture are of a
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general nature; but are they less advantageous on that account? The
athlete spends months in general physical exercise before attempting to become a specialist. So the mind needs
this general training before devoting
itself to a specialty.
This is a practical age. From all
sides we hear the call for a practical
education. We are often told that a
college education is not practical. Let
us consider the question. We do not
use the word practical in that narrow,
"bread-and-butter" sense in which
many are accustomed to use it. Webster defines the word as " capable of
being turned to use or account." Now
we admit that there are some studies
in a college curriculum that we do not
directly use; but we claim that the
training and discipline that the mind
receives can be and is " turned to account" daily. The superiority of the
mental over the physical is universally
acknowledged. The greater the development of the mind, then, the greater
a man's relative power. Hence a man
with a disciplined mind will be enabled to use "brain" in place of
"muscle": for a trained mind is a
source of constant assistance, whether
its possessor be employed in digging
potatoes or Greek roots. His training
will either diminish the amount of his
labor or render it more productive.
Thus, when a college education enables
a young man to raise more grain or
potatoes on an acre of ground, it assumes the appearance of * something
practical.
A college education trains and develops the mind : of this discipline ad-
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vantage may be taken daily. Why
should not business men obtain it?
Does not a business career require
brains? Almost all of a business
man's work is mental, and he has
abundant opportunity to apply all the
intellectual training he can get. To
successfully conduct a mercantile establishment requires judgment and intelligence as much as a professional
life does. In fact, it is said that one
of every hundred that enter a business
life fail. The percentage of failures
appear to be greater than among professional men : hence we conclude that
the average business man is not as
well prepared for his business as the
average professional man, for his profession. But is it not a waste of time
for a business man to spend four years
in college? To be sure the college
graduate must begin with the very rudiments of mercantile life just the same
as others. But an average student
can master the whole work in less time
than his illiterate companions, and
much more thoroughly.
To take a
college course, then, is really a saving
of time.
Many of our prosperous business
men are not college graduates: and
yet it is a significant fact that there is
not a class of men in the country who
are more anxious to have their sons
take a college course than the business
men, even when the son is to engage
in business. If there were no profit
in college studies, business men would
have found it out before this. To successfully conduct a large business requires good judgment, keen foresight,
sound reason, and many other qualities

which are more or less- developed in a
college course. In addition to this, a
college education gives a better idea of
life and broader views concerning one's
relations to his fellow-men. In short
it develops the man, and men are
needed in business as well as elsewhere.
THE 80NG-8PIBIT.
I. W. J., '87.
Who is tlio true song-spirit'.' It is he
That ever walks with nature band-in-hand,
Learning tlit; secrets of her wonderland
And winning pearls from her most troubled sea,
Pearls of great price, divinest minstrelsy
With wondrous might that like a magic wand
Can rouse the indolent, and make life grand
With longings high and love of purity.
BY

Never a soul bent upon sordid gain
Cai'olled a song of sweetness. All unsought
Breaks from the silence the inspired strain,
Which art unaided never could have wrought ;
Yet scorn not humble truth, however plain,
Since worthy deeds blossom from worthy
thought.

COLLEGE DORM ITOPJES.
BY

G. A. D., '85.

A PROMINENT characteristic of
-*"*- American and Canadian colleges
is the possession of several large and
expensive dormitories for the private
use of students. Moreover, in estimates of future needs we hear the cry
for more buildings. This is the case
more especially in denominational colleges. Whether this state of affairs is
the result of economic, ostentatious, or
supervisory principles we are unable to
say, but it does seem that the attendant
evils form too large a percentage of
the results.
Let us enumerate and consider the
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various evils. They consist of various
kinds of disturbances and increased
expenses for the students, not to mention the augmented desire and facility
for mischief. Students rooming in
dormitories are subject to the disturbing effects of the varied sounds in the
halls,—incessant tramping, intolerable
singing, shouting, and soon ad infiuitum.
Then, there is the noise within
the various rooms, caused by the too
frequent gatherings of students. The
common custom is for from two to live
to collect in one room, to work in concert; and it is a concert sure enough.
Suppose we follow in detail one or two
instances, taking first as a subject a
lesson in French or German.
The
usual method is for one, the quickest
and he possessing the most push, to
take the lead, while the slower ones
follow, stumbling, growling, and keeping up as best they can. Now, while it
might seem profitable for several students to work together and exchange
ideas, yet it is obvious, that there is
ample opportunity afforded for this in
the daily recitations, and that a certain amount of time is required for developing individual and original ideas.
No such time is given where all must
be gauged by the ability of the most
ready. We ask, how much does such
a procedure train those slow ones in
original thinking? Yet it is well understood that originality is what the
world looks for.
Suppose, in another case, the subject is Rhetoric or Botany or Astronomy, and the number of students assembled the same as before. In this
case the foregoing remarks would ap-
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ply and. in addition, we find a new
evil. Not being allowed five minutes
of uninterrupted perusal of the text,
one fails to get at the bottom of the
subject and to comprehend all it contains. Again, if a word or sentence
puzzles, it is easier to ask a comrade
than to take the pains to look in the
dictionary or cyclopedia, and thus the
benefit of the personal discovery is
lost. As a rule, each one shouts out
every thought that seems to him peculiarly interesting. Can any one for a
moment doubt the profundity of meditation and studiousness practiced in
the above-mentioned apartment? Is
this the way to acquire studious habits,
to train our minds for overcoming difficulties, for making discoveries, and for
competition with men who do think ?
As well may we say that a saw-mill is
a fit place for training a class in music.
Visiting, for purposes of amusement
or pastime, is far too common, and
many a poor martyr loses a whole
evening in this most unnecessary way.
In regard to expenses, we may say
that in most colleges the rent charged
in dormitories is about equal to that
charged throughout the city, which
leaves a student the financial disadvantage of furnishing and taking care
of his room. In addition to this is the
bill for incidentals and repairs, and the
injury to health caused by improperly
kept rooms.
In No. o5 of the North American
Review, Mr. F. Brown, after condemning the present system of college government as instituted by men entirely
outside of the college, says that such
are inclined to look more at the out-
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ward appearance and »unluckily, a
given sum of money will buy more
bricks and mortar than books and telescopes." Also: "An architectural
mania seems to have seized all the college trustees in the country. Huge
dormitories are erected, even when the
institution is situated in the midst of a
city, for students who would be far
better accommodated iu boardinghouses and private families."
If dormitories decrease the facilities
for study and increase the annual expenses, is it wise to build more?
♦ ♦♦

COMMUNICATION.
CHICAGO, III.,

June 8, 1884.

To the Editors of the Student :

One lives much more iu a year, in
the West, than in the East; consumes
more oxygen, uses up more vitality,
and I think must get old and die
sooner. To be born, to get rich, to
die—these are the beginning, the middle, and the ending of earthly existence for our Western brethren. I do
not mean that all get rich—as all have
been born, and as all must die—but I do
not think the native Chioagoan would
think it worth while to be bora—or if
born, would hesitate to die—if he
thought he could not get rich.
Gold is the god of Chicago, and its
worship is sincere and universal.
It seems to me that there is no one
place which so impresses the mind with
the vastuess of our territory, and the
magnificence of our material resources,
as Chicago, it does not dispute with
New York her lead as the great financial and commercial head of the United

'
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States; but she is, as it were, the
great beating heart of the continent,
whose throbbing arteries, extending
cast, west, and south, convey vitalizing
blood to all sections. Chicago is the
prime distributing point of the manufactures of the East, and the grain,
cattle, sheep, and hogs of the West.
As in England it is said " all roads
lead to London," so in all that part of
our country, which lies west of New
England—all thoroughfares of trade
and of travel lead to Chicago.
It is, too, the political center of the
country. Here have been held frequently in the past, and here more frequently in the future will be held the
national conventions of both political
parties. No better place could be
found ; it is easy of access ; it is a little world in itself, numbering now
about seven hundred thousand inhabitants ; it is not cosmopolitan like New
York, but on the whole it is the most
perfect type of what we call American.
We of New England should remember
that the sceptre has largely passed
away from us. We can no longer govern, except through the Influence of
our schools, colleges, and churches ;
through our cultured men and refined
women. The land of the Pilgrims
and their descendants can only hope
to maintain her present standing by
seeing to it that the sons are not unworthy of their fathers, and that character and culture shall supply the want
of broad and fertile acres, which have,
in all ages, been an element of great
power to those possessing them.
As you thread your way out of the
valleys, and from between the moun-
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tains of the East, you seem to emerge
into a new world. There is a new
life, new vigor, more energy. Life
is faster and thought is broader,
though not always better. Men arc
more social, and free, and outspoken ;
they are less conservative and conventional. They speak and act quickly.
They do not gush, but they are easily
and sincerely enthusiastic. For instance, in no place out of Chicago,
could I witness the outward manifestations of political enthusiasm, fervid,
boiling, irrepressible, and noisy, that
I see here to-day ; and it may not be
improper, even in your non-political
magazine, to say what will be history
to-morrow, that by far the greater
part of the fervor, the most spontaneous, and the heartiest cheers are for
the "man from Maine." In New
England we do not know so well how
to throw heart and soul and lungs
into the accomplishment of our purpose.
Should a young man take Horace
(ireeley's advice, and go West? Yes,
and no.
The time has gone by when one can
" no West and grow up with the town,''
unless he goes beyond the Mississippi
River. If he goes to Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, or Iowa, he
will find the towns, and society, and
business "grown up," and unless lie
is prepared to use greater effort and
energy, and strike harder blows than
is ordinarily requisite in the East, he
had better stay at home.
If by "growing up" with a place,
it is meant that one shall grow, not by
his own endeavor, but by the circum-

stantial growth of his locality, there will
be found no opportunity, I venture to
say, in the grand galaxy of northwestern states, of which Chicago is the
geographical and commercial center.
After all, I am a lover of New England, and when, after being away, I
again see its hills, and its lakes, and
woods, and rivers, I am always grateful to that Providence which has cast
my lot among the steady, conservative,
moderate-mannered people of the Fast.
S.

PUBLIC EXERCISES.
IVY

DAY.

In celebrating Ivy Day, Wednesday,
-June 11 tli, the class of '85 revived a
college custom inaugurated by the
class of *7(i, but which has been discontinued for the last two years.
The exercises were held in Hathorn
Hall, in the afternoon. The chapel was
very tastefully decorated by members
of the class. ( rarnet draperies covered
the window at the back of the stage, in
front of which stood the bust of Sumner. The desk and stage were also
draped with garnet bunting. Several
ivies added much to the effect.
At half past two the class formed
in front of the gymnasium, and, headed
by the College Hand, marched around
the north end of Parker Hall to the
steps of Hathorn Hall where the Band
Stopped, while the class filed into the
chapel. Each member wore a ribbon
of garnet and buttercup, set off by a
dark green ivy leaf.
The president of the class, A. B.
Morrill, presided.
After music by
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the College Band, prayer was offered
by the elass chaplain, W. V. Whitmore.
The opening ode, composed
by C. T. "Walter, was then sung by
the class, to the tune of " Auld Lane
Syne." The following is the ode :
Lot others sing In classic lore
Of temples, fame and strife,
But while we in these halls abide
We'll Bing of college life.
CHORUS

:
All hail to Bates ! our college home :
To thee this day we hring
Our truest friendship, love and life
As one. glad offering.

Oh. college days ! these days of joy !
These days of trusts and fears,
When mingled with sweet memories,
Come hopes of future years.
CHORUS.

And now, O Heavenly Father, Friend,
To whom we give our praise,
Look down in mercy on us all
As we our voices raise.
CHORUS.

Then followed an oration by F.
A. Morey ; music by the Mendelssohn Quartette; a poem by I). C.
W.'ishbiirn; and the singing of the
elass ode, composed by E. 15. Stiles,
to the air of "America," which we
give below :
Dear class, it is of thee,
Sons of the brave and free,
Of thee we sing.
We love thy union dear,
Thy cordial love and cheer,
In tuneful measures clear
Thy praises ring.
May aspirations bright
Give to our lives delight
From day to day.
Let truth our watch-word be,—
Our hearts from wrong set free,—
Deep love for liberty
Ne'er fade away.

Though we all soon must part,
The thought will cheer our hearts
Of by-gone days.
Forever we will strive,
Within to keep alive,
Thoughts of old '85,
In all our ways.

The following presentations were
then made by the toast-master, E. 15.
Stiles:
Bashful Man—Veil.
A. F. Gilbert.
Fat Man—Anti-Fat.
M. P. Tobey.
Musician—Tin Horn.
R. E. Attwood.
Mustache Man—Mustache Cup. C. A. Scott.
Ponyist—Horse.
C. W. Harlow.
Popular Man—Cane.
Miss M. A. Emerson.
Dude—Eye-Glass.
C. T. Walter.
Honest Man—Pocket Conscience.
G. A. Goodwin.
Witty Man—Razor.
C. A. Washburn.
Smoker—Box of Cigars.
B. G. W. Cushman.
Man of Few Words—Dictionary.
F. S. Forbes.

After music by the Mendelssohn
Quartette, the class left the hall, and
while the band was playing, the marble tablet on the south-eastern corner
of Hathorn Hall was unveiled by the
Curator, J. M. Nichols, and the ivy
was planted by the class, each member putting on a trowelful of earth.
The exercises were concluded by singing the ivy ode, composed by I). C.
Washburn, to music composed for the
class by Mr. Homer A. Norris of
Lewiston, which was as follows:
Rich, glossy, and bright are the Ivy's green
leaves,
And its branches are rugged and strong :
Firm, twisted and close is the web that it
weaves
As its climbers creep slowly along.
It clings to the last, where its roots have once
been,
And age but enriches and deepens its green.
Rich, flowing and bright is a strong friendship
true,
And its grasp is as lasting as steel;
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Its words weave their meshes around all we do,
As the years from our life's spool unreel,
And firmly it clings with its strong, youthful
hold,
While age hut enriches its bright, burnished
gold.
Then bury our Ivy's roots deep in the earth,
Let us cherish each shoot as it twines :
For the Ivy shall symbol our friendship's true

worth
As its roots in our hearts it entwines.
And higher and higher its branches shall go,
While years in our friendship, no changes
shall know.
All the parts were well taken.

The

oration by F. A. Morey deserved special mention. The music, hoth by the
College Band and the .Mendelssohn
Quartette, added greatly to the enjoyableness of the occasion.
A good
audience

was

in

attendance,

seemed to enjoy the

revival of

and
the

pleasantly remembered custom.
♦ ♦-•

FIELD DAY.
The Field Day exercises this year
were the most interesting for many
years. It was the fifth annual meeting
of the College Athletic Association.
The contests were held on the college
ball grounds. The Juniors won seven,
the Sophomores five, and the Freshmen three. The Seniors thought best
not to enter the sports. The different
contests are given below :
Half Mile Run.—Morey, '86; Sleeper,'80;
Sprague, Howe, '87. Winner, Morey, '85 ;
time, 2 minutes 35 seconds.
Standing Broad Jump.—Whitmore, Small,
'85 ; Merrill, '80; Walker, Whitcomb, '87.
Winner, Whitmore, '86; distance !) feet 6J in.
Running High Jump.—Tobey, Washburn,
'85; Nickcrson, '8(S; Walker, '87. Winner,
Nickerson, '80 ; distance, 4 feet flj inches.
Putting Shot.—Morrill, Small, '85 ; Bailey,
Moulton, Roberts, '87. Winner, Bailey, '87 :
distance, 20 feet 7 inches.
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Running Broad Jump.—Morey, Whitmore,
Merrill, "80 ; Walker, Whitcomb, '87. Winner>
Walker, '87.
Mile Walk.—Harlow, Tobey, '85 ; Bailey,
'87. Winner, Harlow, '85 ; time 10 minutes 45
seconds.
Potato Race (10 potatoes 10 feet apart).—
Morey, Harlow, Gilbert, '85; Nickcrson, '80 ;
Whitney, Sprague, Hayes, '87. Winner, Nickerson, '80 ; time, 2 minutes 15 seconds.
Throwing Hammer.—Morrill, Washburn,
'85; Blanchard, Williamson, '80 ; Bailey,
Roberts, '87. Winner, Williamson, '80 ; distance, 57 feet 2 inches.
Throwing Base-Hall.—Whitmore, Atwood,
'85; Hadley, Nickerson, '80; Howe, Whitcomb, Walker, '87. Winner, Walker, '87 ;
distance, 270 feet 0 inches.
Two-Mile Go-As-You-Please.—Morey, '85,
Howe, '87. Winner, Morey, '85 ; time 13 minutes !» seconds.
Three-Legged Race.—Washburn and Harlow, '85; Hadley and Merrill, '80, Gerrish
and Goding, '87. Winners, Washburn and
Harlow, '85 ; time, 15 seconds.
Sack Race.—Harlow, Gilbert, '85 ; Lowden,
Williamson, '80; Sprague, Whitney, '87.
Winner, Gilbert.
Wrestle (catch as catch can).—Nickerson,
'80 ; Bailey, '87. Winner, Nickerson, '80.
Wrestle (collar and elbow).—Morey, '85 ;
Nickerson, Williamson, '80; Coding, '87.
Winner, Morey, '85.
One Hundred Yards Dash.—Whitmore,
Washburn, '85; Prescott, Nickerson, '80;
Walker, Gerrish, '87. Winner, Nickerson, '80;
time, 11 seconds.

Last year one of the alumni offered
a silver cup to the winner of the long
run. The cup was awarded to Morey,
the winner of the two-mile go-as-youplease.
The Seniors possess a sewing machine, also a class rope. They have recently voted to give the machine to the
lady of the class who shall first be married ; and the class rope to the man who
commits the same indisreetiou,—presumably to hang himself with.
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COMMENCEMENT NOTES.
BACCA LAi; R EATE SUNDA V.
On Sunday, .June 22d, everything
seemed striving to put on its brightest
appearance for the Bates Seniors, and
for a happy opening of Commencement week. The day was delightful,
although, as every one realized, it was
extremely hot, and a fluttering of fans
cooled the large congregation that was
present at the Main Street Free Baptist Church, to hear the parting words
to the graduating class, by President
Cheney. The order of exercises was
as follows : Voluntary hy the Choir:
Invocation by Prof. Howe; Hymn;
Scripture Heading by Prof. Chase;
Prayer by Prof. Hayes : Hymn : Baccalaureate Sermon by President Cheney;
Class Ode sung by the Choir ; and Benediction by Prof. Fullonton. The Class
Ode, by Miss A. M. Brackett, was as
follows :
O Thou who art the Troth, the Life,
The source of all our strength and power,
For thy free grace we give thee thanks,
Ami ask thy blessing on this hour.
Wliate'er is past, past shall remain,
The present shall our souls employ ;
No vain regrets, no idle dreams
Shall noble aims in life destroy.
Though darkness reign and wrong prevail,
More earnest shall our efforts be,
Till justice, truth, and light and love
Proclaim mankind from error free.
And, when our work on earth is done,
Grant that we may then dwell with Thee
Where life is stronger, more complete,
Merged in a blest eternity.

The theme of President Cheney's
sermon was "The Blessings of Men."
In the course of the sermon, the subject of missions was considered at

considerable length. This was a fitting introduction to the exercises of
the afternoon—farewell addresses to the
Rev. F. 1). George. Mr. (Jeorge, the
first missionary graduate of Bates
College, will sail forMidnapore, India,
in September.
In the evening the sermon before
the Theological School was preached
by Rev. O. I). Bachelder, D.D., returned missionary from India.

SOPHOMORE CHAMPION
BATE.

DE-

The annual champion debate, by
members of the Sophomore class, took
place al the .Main Street F. B. Church,
Monday afternoon, at 2.80 o'clock.
Music was furnished by Perkins' Orchestra. Messrs. II. W. Oakes, F. L.
Noble, and .1. A. Morrill acted as
committee of award. The decision
was announced hy the president on
Commencement Day. as will he found
in another column. The question was,
"Ought the United States to require
an educational or property qualiflcasion for the right of suffrage? "
The disputants upon the affirmative
were Chas. Iladley and E. A. Merrill.
A. E. Blancbard and A. E. Verrill
supported the negative.
Four other
speakers, whose names appear on the
program, were excused.
-♦-♦-

JUNIOR EXHIBITION.
The Original Prize Declamations
by the Junior Class, occurred at the
Main Street F. B. Church, Monday
evening, June 23d. Twelve members

M
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of the class were selected to compete.
The program was as follows :
MUSIC.
PRAYER.
MUSIC.

Burke's Relation to the American
and the French Revolution.
0. A. Wauhburn.
The Philanthropist.
M. P. Tohey.
The Two Civilizations.
C. A. ScottMUSIC.

Laissez Faire.
F. A. Morey.
The Value of Great Men to a Nation.
Or. A. DowneyGrowth the End of Being.
A. B. Morrill.
MUSIC.

Dangers from Our (heat Cities.

W. B. Small.
Have the Marshals of the First
Napoleon been Underestimated?
J. M. Nichols.
Reason and Religion.
C. T. Walter,
MUSIC.

Popular Ideals of our Age.
E. B. Stiles.
The Future Statesman of America.
A. F. Gilbert.
The Next Great Issue.
F. S. Forbes.
The decision of the committee. Rev.
A. II. Heath, Mr. X. W. Harris, and
Mr. 0. B. Clason, was not made known
until Commencement Day, and will be
found in another column. The church
was well tilled. Several of the speakers received handsome floral offerings.
Music was furnished by :i stringed sextet from Ballard's Orchestra.

ALI'MNI MEETING.
The annual meeting of the Bates
alumni was held at Hathorn Hall,
Tuesday, at 4 P.M.
The following
officers were elected for the ensuing
year: O. C. Wendell, '78, president;
F. H. Briggs. '78, vice-president; II.
W. Oakes, '77, secretary and treasurer ;G. C. Chase, 'G8, W. H. Judkins, '80, E. M. Briggs, '79, executive
committee; A. M. Spear, '7o, orator,

E. J. Goodwin, '72, substitute; W. E.
Banger, '71), poet, J. II. Heald, '80,
substitute. H. W. Oakes, '77, and A.
II. Heath, '07, were chosen to the
board of overseers. Five names, as
follows, were chosen from which the
two overseers are to be chosen next
year: F. E. Sleeper, '(>7, W. E. C.
Rich, '70, F. W. Baldwin. '72, X. W.
Harris, '78, and F. II. Briggs, '78.
A. EL Heath, '07, and A. M. Spear,
'75, were chosen to represent the
alumni at the after-dinner exercises,
Commencement Day. Owing to the
fact that the citizens gave Mr. Blaine
:i reception. Wednesday evening, at City
Hall, it was voted to give up the
alumni exercises announced to take
place at Main Street Church that
evening.
Adjourned until after Commencement dinner, Thursday.
♦-♦-♦-

C()MMENCEMENT COXCERT.
Tuesday was a warm evening, but
a good audience, comprising many
persons from out of town,
and
many fashionably-dressed ladies, greeted the Beethoven Club, the Schubert (Quartette, and Mrs. E. HumphreyAllen, in Music Hall, on the evening
of the Commencement Concert.
The evening's entertainment was by
the following talent: Beethoven Club—
Charles N. Allen, violin; Theodore
Human, violin : Wm. Beit/.el, flute
and viola; Carl Meisel, viola; Wulf
Fries, violoncello; Johannes Blotterman, contra basso. Mrs. E. Humphrey-Allen, soprano. Schubert (Quartette—Willis Clark, Tenor; A. B.
Hitchcock, baritone ; L. H. Chubbuck,
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tenor; D. M. Bftbcook, bass.
program was as follows :
Overture—Raymond.—Thomas.

The

Beethoven Club.
Tar's Song.—Hatton.
Schubert Quartette.
Violoncello Solo, j Konmiire.-Do Swert.

' | Capriccio.—Goltermann.

Mr. VVulf Fries.
Scena and Prayer from Der Freischutz.—
Weber.
Mrs. E. Humphrey-Allen.
Serenade.—Ruck.
Schubert QuartetteAdagio from Septette.—Beethoven.
Beethoven Club.
Air : " I am a roamer bold and gay."—
.Mendelssohn.
Mr. I). M. Babcock.
Plantation Melody.—Dinah Doe (arranged).—
Clark.
Schubert Quartette.
Violin Solo.—Andante and Allegro.—De
Beriot.
Mr. C. N. Allen.
Serenade.—'-Sing. Smile. Slumber."—Gounod,
(violin Obligate.)
Mrs. E. Huin]ihrey-Allcn.
Selection from Sylvia Ballet.—Delibes.
( I. Intermezzo: Valse Lente.
/ II. Pizzicati.
Beethoven Club.
Italian Salad.—Genet'.
Schubert Quartette.

The audience was delighted from
fust to hist, and it is hard to mention
any parts that were more pleasing than
the rest. Perhaps Mr. Babcock's solo,
"I am a roamer bold and gay," Mrs.
Allen's encore, " The Better Land,"
the Serenade, "Sing, Smile, Slumber," from Gounod, and the violin
solo, by Mr. C. N. Allen, gave as
much pleasure as any.
Mrs. Allen's "pleasant face and form,
her graceful manner, and self-possessed bearing at once captivated and
hold the audience. After numerous
encores, the program was completed at
10 P.M., and the audience wont away
feeling that they had enjoyed one of
the richest musical treats of the season.
♦♦♦

COMMENCEMENT.
The Commencement exercises, which,
for the last few years, have occurred
in the Main Street F. B. Church, were
this year held in Music Hall, on ac-

count of the presence of Hon. James
G. Blaiue. This change was appreciated by a large number of friends, who
thus obtained good seats.
At an early hour the audience began
to assemble, and by the appointed
hour the house was well filled. Music
was furnished by Perkins' Orchestra.
Prayer was offered by Rev. A. II.
Heath of New Bedford, Mass. The
program in full was as follows:
MUSIC.—PRAYER—MUSIC.

Salutatory.
Florence Adelaide Dudley, Northwood, N. H.
The study of English Literature.
Fred Stetson Sampson, Auburn.
(Natural Sciences—Second donor.)
Mental Progress Dependent upon Moral.
Charles Smith Flanders, New Hampton, N. H.
(Mathematics—First Honor.)
MUSIC.

The Development of American Literature.
Harriet Mary Braokett, Lewiston.
(Modern Languages—Second Honor.)
The Waiting Opportunity.
Kate, Agnes McYay, Lewiston.
(Modern Languages—First Honor.)
Public Opinion as a Standard of Right.
Harrison Whitney, Harrison.
(Psychology—Second Honor.)
MUSIC.

Modern Civilization Based on Christianity.
Annie Marie Brackett, Lewiston.
(Mathematics—Second Honor.)
The Mormon Menace to the Nation.
Walter Henry Davis, Poland.
(Natural Sciences—First Honor.)
Ideas and Institutions.
William Dudley Wilson, Liberty, W. Va.
(Psychology—First Honor.)
MUSIC.

The Genius of Edmund Spenser.
EIJa Louise Knowles, Northwood, N. H.
(Rhetoric and English Literature—Second Honor.)
The Individuality of Emerson as a Writer.
Edward Ralph Chadwick. China.
(Rhetoric and English Literature—First Honor.)
Valedictory.—The Educated Man a Thinker.
Aaron Beede, Jr., Sandwich, N. H.
MUSIC.

Conferring Degrees.

Benediction.
After the conferring of degrees, the
President announced that the committee of award for the Sophomore Dehates, awarded the prize to A. E.
Blanchard; also that the award for
the Junior Exhibition would be postponed.
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COMMENCEMENT DINNER.
The Commencement dinner was
served in Gymnasium Hall, at 2 P.M.,
Thursday.
Three hundred and seventy-five covers were laid.
It was
a delightful dinner. The tables were
never before so full.
At the head
table sat the following gentlemen :

President Cheney, Governor Robie,
Hon. James G. Blaine. Mayor Howard, Rev. John Allen, Rev. W. II.
Bo wen, I).I).. Judge Williamson of
Stark, Hon. E. W. Page of New York,
Rev. Dexter Waterman of Dover, N.
H., George Makepeace Towle (the
orator of the evening), Rev. A. II.
Heath of New Bedford, -Mass.. Rev.
II. ('. Westwood, D.D., of Auburn,
W. F. Goulding, Esq., of Lewiston,
Hon. D. B. Hall of Vermont.
At quarter past three o'clock, President Cheney rapped on the table, and
the audience came to order.
He said : The honor of the State is
our honor to-day.
I will introduce
His Excellency Governor Robie.
Go v. Robie made a long and excellent speech. Prof. Chase then read
letters from Hon. ('. A. Boutelle and
Hev. Father Wallace. Remarks were
then made by Rev. A. H. Heath of
New Bedford, Mass., and Rev. W. H.
Bo wen, D.D., of Middlebury, Mass.
President Cheney then introduced the
Hon. James G. Blaine, who was received with a perfect hurricane of applause. As soon as quiet was restored
Mr. Blaine said:
1 thank you very sincerely, Mr.
President, for introducing me to these
kind friends simply as one of your
trustees,—for it is only in that capacity
that I am with you to-day, although,
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speaking of me in other relations of
life, my sanguine clerical friends from
Massachusetts, on my right and left,
have certainly made good attempts to
test my capacity for blushing.
The long term of years to which Dr.
Cheney alluded, have not passed—a
single one of them—without my taking
in some form, active or passive, a profound interest in this institution. And
to these young men and women, now
going forth bearing its diploma, I wish
to say just why and how it was that
my interest was excited in favor of the
institution. It was simply because of
the tremendous energy and undying
faith of Dr. Cheney in its beginning.
I was then (thirty years ago) but
twenty-four years of age, and I cooperated with him, in a humble way,
in securing the first endowment from
the State of Maine. The result was
worth a great deal more to me than the
$15,000 endowment was to him, for it
taught me the value of perseverance.
I don't believe another man. or a
whole regiment of men, between the
New Hampshire line and the Canadian
border, could have wrung ir),000 cents
out of that legislature. But he did it,
and he had my sincere and humble
help—for I was then a member of the
third branch. I was doing what those
young men there (pointing to the reporters) are now doing,—reporting
very poor speeches for a newspaper.
And I appreciate the fact that I constantly had the ear of legislators, who
were of course anxious to appear better in the next morning's paper than
on the floor. Dr. Cheney realized that
I had certain avenues of influence.
His perseverance struck me as strongly
as it did others, and I was afraid,
sometimes, to look down the street
lest I might see him coining. When I
heard him pounding my old-fashioned
knocker, of an evening, I knew it
meant a trip through the boardinghouses, interviewing members, and a
hard night's work. He combined faith
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and works, which this new man on my
left (Camp-meeting John Allen), who
is now straggling to enter the ministry, will testify arc the foundation of
Christianity.
I have not been here for many years,
but I remember very well the last lime
I was here. Dr. Cheney asked me to
Bay something pertinent to the occasion.
I remember a little anecdote
which L told then, and which seemed to
produce good results. I will repeat it
now : " An English mother was teaching her son gymnastics. He made several vain attempts to go over the bars.
At last she exclaimed. 'John 'Knery
'Obbs, if you put your 'art over those
bars, your legs will follow.' " The bearing of this story lies in the application
of it, and 1 think several subscriptions
followed it, when I told it before
I am grateful for the opportunity of
being here. I am grateful for a friendship of thirty years between your honored president and myself. I am grateful for the accomplishment of his work.
He has been laboring for the elevation
and advancement of a great religious
body, and not merely for a new college. He has been abundantly blessed,
and. in thanking you for your verv kind
attention, I know you will join me in
the wish that his last days may IK; his
happiest days.
Mr. Blaine was followed by Mr.
Dennis.I. Callahan. Mates, '76, and R.
F. Johonnett, '71). Rev. Dr. Westwood made the closing remarks. The
exercises then closed with singing the
doxology.
-♦-♦-

ORATION BEFORE THE LITERARY SOCIETIES.
Thursday evening, June 2<ith, Hon.
Geo. M. Towle, of Boston, delivered
the annual address before the literary
societies, at the Main Street E. B.

Church.
His subject was, "Charles
Dickens as a man and as an author."
The lecture was one of the most interesting we have heard in Lewiston for a
long time.
The audience; was not
large, but was rather better than usually attends the society orations. After the fatiguing exercises of Commencement Day, many of the visitors
are too tired to attend in the evening.

PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION.
The exercises of Commencement
week were very pleasantly elosed by
the president's reception to the graduating class and ladies, at his house,
Friday evening, June 27th. The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
-♦-♦♦-

LOCALS.
Tin; following lines were found written on a last year's Commencement
Program : we trust no one was so afflicted this year :
Fans arc going,
A.R.'s blowing,
Bouquet throwing
Seems to be the rage.
Broadcloth, coat-Haps,
Bald heads, wise chaps,
Wigs and skull caps,
Sitting on the stage.
t'shers rushing,
Seniors gushing.
Maidens blushing,
Flirting worse than sin ;
Lovely damsels
(Some are sham sells),
Each poor man tells
Of the pain he's in.
Fleshy staring,
Sophy swearing,
Junior tearing
'Cause that girl won't nod :
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Hungry, sweating,
Tired, fretting,
Still we're "setting"—
Commencement is a fraud.
Postponed !
A largo part of the Junior class
passed a very enjoyable afternoon and
evening at Lake Auburn, the Saturday
following examination days.
•'Murder will out,"—at least, so
thought the fellow who attempted to
carry away a piece of phosphorous
from the lecture room, in his hip
pocket.
One evening the latter part of the
term the Freshman class unexpectedly
called upon Professor and Mrs. Rand,
spent a very pleasant evening, and
left them a very beautiful easy chair as
a token of their esteem.
The members of the .Junior class,
with young ladies, were recently given
a very pleasant reception by Prof, and
.Mrs. Angell, at their house on college
street. The evening was thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
One of the most enjoyable parts was the moonlight sing
on the balustrade on the top of the
house, just before breaking up.
Receptions seem to have been quite
popular with the members of the Faculty, lately.
Resides the customary
Junior and Senior receptions, the Sophomores were recently entertained by
Prof. Stanton, and the members of the
College Rand, by President Cheney.
Roth evenings were heartily enjoyed by
the boys, although there were no youngladies.
At the last meeting of the College
Christian Association the following officers were chosen for the coming year :
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Primarins, Professor T. L. Angell;
President, E. R. Stiles, '85; VicePresidents, F. S. Forbes. '85, (i. F.
Paine, '86, and C. S. Pendleton, '87;
Corresponding Secretary, J. W. Flanders, 'H(! ; Recording Secretary. I.
Jenkins, '87; Treasurer, L. II. Wentworth, '86.
A somewhat violent explosion recently occurred- in the lecture room
while the Juniors were watching the
making of oxygen. The heat softened
the rubber tubing, the gas pushed it
off, caught (ire with a terrific explosion,
and roared across the, room in a stream
of shooting stars and scintillations.
Most every one was startled, the young
ladies stopped their ears, and one
small fellow in front rushed back and
crouched down behind some Theologues.
The professor stood with
a rather frightened face, looking :is
though he would like to start for the
door until things had partly subsided ;
when he remarked in a somewhat shaky
voice, that '"there was no harm done."
The second triennial reunion of the
class of '78 was held at Rates College
Chapel, Thursday morning, dune 26th,
at nine o'clock. After very cordial
greetings, and many pleasant remembrances of the prosperity of the class
during the past three years, Vice-President J. Q. Adams called the meeting
to order. The class will hold its next
reunion in 1H88, and the executive
committee will arrange a class supper
for that time. The following ollicers
were chosen to serve until the next
reunion: President, C. F. Ilussey;
Vice-Presidents, J. Q. Adams, A.
Gatchell; Secretary and Treasurer, J
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W. Hutchins; Executive Committee,
F. II. Briggs, A. M. Flagg, E. V.
Scribner.
PERSONALS.
FACULTl :

Presidenl ('hone}' attended the anniversary exercises at the .Maine Centra] Institute, I'ittslield, .Me.
Prof. B. F. Haves delivered the
Commencement oration at Storer College, West Virginia, May 80th.
Prof. R. C. Stanley has written a
chapter for the new hook entitled.
41
Heaven." soon to be published by
Rockwell & Churchill, Boston. The
book is to be written by many eminent
clergymen and college professors of
England and America.
The degree of Ph.D. was conferred
on Prof. B. ('. Stanley, by Dartmouth
College, at the recent Commencement.
Prof. J. V. Stanton will spend part
of his vacation fishing at the lakes.
ALUMNI :
'67.—Rev. A. II. Heath, of New
Bedford, .Mass.. made an eloquent
speech at the Commencement dinner.
He was elected a member of the board
of overseers.
'67.—H. F. Wood attended Commencement exercises.
'72.—G. H. Stockbridge, who has
been in the Patent Office for three
years, is going to open an office in
Washington with his brother.
'72.—('. F. Bickford has contributed a chapter for the book soon to be
published, called "Heaven." He attended the Commencement exercises.
'78.—C. B. Beade, private secretary
for Senator Frye, was recently mar- I

L

ried to Miss Estella Hall of Lewiston.

'75.—F. I-. Evans is city solicitor
for Salem, Mass.
'70.—F. E. Emrich was called cast
by the death of bis wife, at the home
of her father in Wilton. The funeral
was held at Mechanic Falls. There
was a fine display of flowers, and a
large- attendance of friends whose
sympathy Mr. Emrich has in the time
of his greal affliction.
'76. — Wendell II. Adams is practicing Homoeopathy at Mechanic Falls.
'7(j.—Horatio Woodbnry is practicing medicine at South Paris, Me.
'7<!.—Dennis J. Callahan made a
speech at Commencement dinner.
'7(>.—Morev was in town through
Commencement.
'77.—II. W. Oakes was chosen to
the board of overseers.
'78.—Rev. F. D. George and wife
have been appointed by the Free Baptist Foreign Mission Board as missionaries to India, and will sail for their
field of labor the coining fall. Mr.
George graduated in 1M78, and from
the Theological Department in 1881.
He has had experience in two pastorates— Laconia, N. H., and Georgiaville, R. I., where he now is—which
will be of special service to him in
entering upon his work abroad. Mr.
(ieorge was in Lewiston during Commencement and spoke at the Main
Street Church.
'80.—F. L. Hayes, General Secretary of the Lewiston V. M. C. A., attended tin; convention of General
Secretaries at Montreal. Mr. Hayes
was married June 26th, to Miss Cora
Walker, of Washington, D. C, at the
Ryland M. K. Church, Washington.
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'81.—W. B. Perkins, A.B., of New
York, was in the city during Commencement.
'81.—R. E. Gilkey, of Saco, was in
attendance upon Commencement exercises.
'81.—The degree of A.M. was conferred upon O. II. Drake, .1. E. Holton, J. H. Parsons, H. B. Nevens, B.
8. Hideout, J. F. Shattuck, C. A.
Strout, and Reuel Robinson.
'81.—J. F. Shattuck is teaching
with good success in Vermont.
'81.—Frank Wilbur is captain of
the Lewiston Base-Ball Team.
'81.—W. P. Foster. Principal of the
Ellsworth High School, has been appointed a member of the examining
committee of the Maine State College.
'81.—J. H. Parsons, Principal of
the Maine Central Institute, has accepted the position as pitcher on the
Levvistons.
'81.—(). II. Drake and II. F. Foss
were in town during Commencement.
'82.— John C. Perkins, A.B., submaster of the Roxbury (Mass.) High
School, attended Commencement exercises.
'82.—At a recent meeting, the. law
students of Androscoggin County
formed an association known as the
Androscoggin Law Students' Association. S. A. Lowell, '82, was chosen
President ; E. A. Tinkham, '88, VicePresident; J. F. Merrill, '82, Secretary ; K. N. Spaulding, '85, Treasurer.
'82.—G. P. Ennnons is attending
the summer course of lectures at Portland Medical School.
'82.—S. A. Lowell was married
June 4th, at Minot, to Miss Ella Purington.
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'83.—O. L. Bartlett has been appointed principal of the high school
at Alfred, Me.
'83.— W. F. Cowell is first assistant
cashier of the Clyde City Bank, Clyde
City, Kan. He reports himself as
much pleased with the country.
'83.—J. L. Reade has received an
appointment as clerk in the Lewiston
Post-Otfice.
CLASS OF '84:
W. II. Davis: Intended profession,
medicine; religious belief, Methodist;
politics, republican ; height, 6 feet;
weight, loo ; size of hat 7 1-4.
W. D. Wilson: Intended profession, teaching; religious belief, Christian ; politics, republican; height, 5
feet 10 inches; weight, 175; size of
hat, 7 3-8.
E. II. Emery : Intended profession,
law ; religious belief, Unitarian ; politics, republican; height, G feet;
weight, 150 ; size of hat, 7.
J. W. ('■ had wick :
Intended profession, medicine; religious belief,
Free-Will Baptist; politics, republican ; height, 5 feet I) 1-2 inches;
weight, 175 ; size of hat, 7 1-8.
I). L. Whitmarsh: Intended profession, medicine; religious belief,
Agnostic ; politics, republican ; height,
G feet 1 inch; weight, 150; size of
hat, 7 1-4.
E. M. Holden: Intended profession, medicine; religious belief, Freewill Baptist; politics, republican;
height, 5 feet 5 inches; weight, 130;
size of hat, 7 1-4.
Aaron Beede : Intended profession,
law ; religious belief, Free Thinker;
politics—he goes with the party that
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has right on its side ; height, 0 feet 2 Highland Military Academy, Worces1-2 inches; weight, 17;">; size of hat, ter, Mass.
7 1-4.
W. D. Wilson has been chosen
Sunnier Hackett: Intended profes- teacher of Mathematics in the State
sion, theology; religious belief, Uni- Normal School, Tuskagee, Ala.
tarian ; politics, democrat, but solid
Aaron Bcede, .Jr., has entered the
for Blaine ; height, 5 feet !) .'5-4 inches ; law office of Bolster & Watson, in
weight, 140; size of hat, 7 L-8.
this city.
Harrison Whitney: Intended pro- CLASS OF '85 :
fession, undecided; religions belief.
F. A. Morey will work at his trade
no preference; politics, republican ; at his home, Keeseville, X. Y., but
height, 5 feet 11 inches; weight, 160; intends to take in Montreal on his way
size of hat of 7 1-4.
back. Mr. M. got the silver cup
B. £. Donncll:
Intended profes- j which J. L. Beads offered to the winsion, undecided ; religious belief, Free- j ner of the two-mile run. Field Day.
will Baptist; politics, republican;
C. A. Washburn will spend most of
height, 5 feet 7 1-2 inches; weight, his vacation in Greene, hut intends to
145 ; size of hat, 7.
take a trip through Aroostook some
C. S. Flanders will teach for a time. time during the summer.
Intended profession, journalism: reW. V. Whitmore will help cultivate
ligious belief, Free-Will Baptist; pol- the paternal acres in Bowdoinham.
itics, republican : height, "> feet 10
B. G. W. Cushman intends to exinches; weight, 165 j size of hat, 7 1-8. plore the beauties of the Maine woods.
F. S. Sampson : Profession undeI). C. Washburn will spend a large
cided ; religious belief, no preference ; part of his vacation in Lewiston.
politics, republican ; height, ;"» feet 10
•I. M. Nichols will rusticate in
inches; weight, 150 ; size of hat, 7 1-1. Greene.
E. R. Chadwiok : Profession undeC. T. Walter is college reporter for
cided ; religious belief. Free-Will Bap- the Boston Advertiser.
tist ; politics, republican; height, 5
A. F. Gilbert is clerk at Hotel Bartfeet 7 inches; weight, 185; size of Lett, York Beach, this summer.
hat, 7 1-8.
M. P. Tobey is head waiter at the
Mr. Chadwick delivered the address Marshall House, York Beach.
before the Alumni Association of the
C. A. Scott is second head waiter at
Maine Central Institute, at their meet- the same house.
ing in Pittsiield, recently.
(J. A. Goodwin is head waiter a't
G. C. Evans, formerly of Bates, '84, the Pemigewasset House, Plymouth,
intends to enter Boston Law School N. II.
next fall.
G. A. Downey is head waiter at PoC. S. Flanders has been chosen land Spring.
teacher of Mathematics, Civil En»iC. W. Ilarlow is head waiter at the
neeriug, and Natural Sciences, at the Lake Auburn Mineral Spring House.
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F. S. Forbes will spend part of his
vacation fishing at Mooschead Lake.
E. B. Stiles will spend his vacation
at his house in Lowell, Mass.
P. E. Parlin closed a very successful year's school at the Greeley Institute, May 9th, and has been engaged
another year at an advanced salary.
C. E. B. Libby made a live speech
at a meeting of the (jreeley Institute
Alumni, at Cumberland.
'86 :
I. II. Storer is head waiter at one of
the large hotels at Nantucket.
H. M. Cheney has been making
quite an extended tour through the
northern part of New Hampshire.
A. E. Yerrill is waiter at the Marshall House, York Beach.
W. A. Morton still retains his position as hotel clerk at Saratoga, N. Y.
A. E. Blanchard will canvass for
" Blaine and Logan" this summer.
.1. W. Flanders instructed the graduating class of the Maine Central Institute in elocution.
Mr. F. will
spend his vacation as waiter at Nantasket.
CLASS OK

or '87:
P. R. Howe, H. E. Cushman, and
A. L. Woodman are at the Glen this
summer.
E. B. Whitcomb is engaged for the
summer with the Fannington Brass
Hand.
U. G. Wheeler and A. F. French
are waiters at the Glen.
Ira Jenkins and Roscoe Nelson are
working at the Marshall House, York,
Me.

CLASS
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:
'72.—C. W. Griffin, of Alexandria,
N. II., has been chosen pastor of the
F. B. Church, at Block Island, R. I.

THEOLOGICAL

'78.—C. S. Frost was in town recently looking after the interest of the
F. B. Church, at Pawtucket, R. I.
'88.—B. Minard, in a letter to the
Star, shows that there is a pressing
need of men to supply pastorless
churches in the West. Mr. M. recently baptized six, and received them
into the Laona (111.) church. There
has not been any additions to this
church before this time for eleven
years.
'81.—W. W. Hayden has been
called to the F. B. Church, Whitefield,
N. II. Mr. Hayden was married June
17th, to Miss Cora Lambert of South
Dover, Me.
'84.—F. E. Freese goes to the North
Anson church this summer.
'85.—W. H. Getchell has been engaged for another year at Sabatis.
'8;').—A. E. Cox goes to Brownlield
for the summer.
'8;">.—(). II. Tracy will supply during the summer at Lisbon Falls.
'8(5.—Blanchard received the prize
for champion debate.
'86.—A. W. Anthony will spend his
vacation in Rhode Island.
'80.—Franklin Blake will preach at
South Lewiston during vacation.
'86.—S. A. Blaisdell will spend the
vacation at his home in Franklin, Me.
'86.—A. D. Dodge will be at home
during the summer, in Clinton, Me.
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EXCHANGES.

The Amherst Student claims that
every essential feature of the new plan
of government at Williams is like the
Amherst system.
The Yale Quip very quietly bowed
itself into our presence last month.
We cannot compare it with the Lampoon, for Harvard's humorous paper
does not exchange with us.
The University Press promises great
changes for the coming year. The
Press is a well-edited weekly, from the
Wisconsin University, and if it adopts
the size and quality of paper of the
Harvard Advocate, it is to be congratulated on the change.
The Vanderbilt Observer takes the
statement that " at Wesleyan the Faculty give fortnightly receptions" as a
text, and from it draws some good
conclusions. We agree with the Observer. More direct social contact of
students and Faculty would be of great
good to the students. It .would also,
we think, be of no slight benefit to the
Faculty.
A sympathy of feeling
would result, which would make the
work of the professor more pleasant
and fruitful.
♦♦*

COLLEGE PRESS OPINIONS.
TIMELY ADVICE.

A few weeks ago, President Eliot
considered it advisable to tell the boys
of the Boston Latin School not to
make it a point to go to Harvard to
become members of the base-hall club.
He wished them to know that that was

not the principal thing in the college
course. Why should such advice be
deemed necessary?— College Monthly.
EXAMINATIONS.

The matter of ranking is at present
undergoing ;i complete revolution in
many American colleges. The subject
is a perplexing one at best, but none
the less should the surest method of
ensuring justice to the student be earnestly sought. In a nuinher of colleges, examinations are made optional
with all who attain a certain grade
during the term, the per cent, varying
from 75 to !)0. Clearly, much can be
said in favor of a system that puts a
premium upon steady, thorough work
from day to day. The knowledge
gained in this way alone will stay.—
Colby Echo.
WHAT IS A GRADUATE?

A quarter of a century ago the
term college graduate had a far different significance than it hears to-day.
It meant then four years of earnest and
persistent labor in passing a course,
which comprised to a greater or less
extent ancient or modern languages, the
sciences, and mathematics. While it is
true, that every branch of study has
made an astonishing development within the last twenty-five years, and that the
curriculum of many of our colleges
has materially advanced, yet the degree of Bachelor of Arts has a far
less important meaning than it has had
in the past. The term " college graduate" is exceedingly ambiguous; it
may be one who has completed the extended course in Harvard or Yale, or
one who has received his diploma at a
Western university, with a course of
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study far below that of our eastern
high schools. Graduates from business colleges are flooding our country,
styling themselves " college graduates," and by their braggadocio placing
themselves on a par with " firstclass" men of Harvard, Princeton,
and Yale. The remedy for this is
easily found ; let the degree of Bachelor of Arts be conferred upon none
except those who have taken a four
years' literary course, and let these
alone be called "college graduates."
The term " college graduate " will
then have some meaning.—Hamilton
Lit. Monthly.
♦♦-♦

AMONG THE POETS.
SUMMER MEMORIES.
AUGUST.

Scents of flowers that lie in the dark recesses,
Hid from burning sun and the silver crescent;
Fragrant ferns as light as a lady's tresses,
Dew iridescent,—
Golden lustre, wonderful in the morning,
Crowning fields of wheat, and of barley golden;
Flowing rivers, bright as a bride's adorning,
By love enfolden,—
Forests stirring tremulously their arches,
As to music, whereto we cannot hearken ;
Lakes of sunshine that, in the woodland
inarches,
Brighten and darken,—
All appear with fervor and joy to greet me,
Filling heart and soul with a subtle passion,
Wheil with radiant face thou dost come to
meet me,
In tender fashion.
—Harvard Advocate.
A STUDENT'S ROOM.
Adorned with bits of bric-a-brac,
Some sketches made in white and black,
A parasol, hung high to date

The inmate's meeting with his fate.
Palm leaves of wondrous size and guise
On which red stocks take exercise,
All sorts of knick-knacks, large and small,
That hang in clusters from the wall.
Here a remembrance of some call
And there the favors of a ball,—
Mere trifles to avert the gloom
And dullness of a study-room,—
Foils, boxing-gloves, and sundry canes,
Made up in diverse combinations,
Exist, in peaceable relations,
While all prepared for tired brains
A set of pipes, hung in a row,
With genial welcome overrtow.
Pictures of maidens debonair
From tintypes laugh with don't-care air,
While over all, one passing fair,
With smiling eyes and rippling hair,
Drives every stranger to despair.
—Anjo.
WAITING.
She waits beside the grassy bank
Where lofty pine trees, rank on rank,
Extend above her, over head
A welcome shade. All glare Is fled
From this cool spot. Above, around,
No rasping noise, no troublous sound,
But all is still. She waits alone
Until is heard, a distant tone
And soon he comes. He seeks her side
And out upon the stream they ride.
It is the proper thing to do
For she, you know, 's his birch canoe.
— Yale Record.
»_♦_♦

COLLEGE WORLD.
:
A school of literary economy, designed to qualify aspirants for the
posts of professional librarians, has
been added to the curriculum.
COLUMBIA

:
Harvard holds the college and national championships in lawn-tennis.
IIAKVAUD

One hundred and forty-eight electives
are given during the course.
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There are thirty-two professors and
a total of fifty-Hve instructors at Harvard.
DABTMOUTH :
Dartmouth is to have a new (ireproof library and a marble chapel.
AMHKKST :
The Faculty have passed the following resolutions :
Hereafter no student shall enter
any athletic games, base-ball or football, without the permission of the department of physical education and
hygiene.
A fter the close of the present season,
no match games of base-ball shall be
played in town, except on Wednesday
or Saturday afternoon, or on holidays.
A half dozen students are contemplating a summer trip with Prof. .1. M.
Tyler, up the coast of Maine.—Student.
:
During the summer vacation, a number of students will take a trip through
France on foot.
The Yale alumni of New York are
ready to increase the endowment of
the Chair of English Literature, by
$50,000, provided Mr. C. F. Stedman
can be induced to accept that position.
A druggist, dependent largely for
his support on the patronage of Yale
students, advertises as follows : " Arnica, sticking plaster, splints, bandages, and other base-ball goods.—Ex.
WILLIAMS :
Of the one hundred oldest living
alumni, tifty-seven are clergymen.—
Athenaium.

ing on bulletin-boards the best clippings from the latest papers.
The total yearly receipts in the 365
American colleges are $4,788,1556.
Less than half of this is from tuition.
The average tuition per student is $66 ;
the average salary to each professor is
Si,530.— Ex.
Rutgers College is to have an experienced athlete, to have charge of
all students exercising in the gymnasium, or when practicing for special
contests.
Eighteen of the professors of the
University of Edinburgh receive salaries of over ten thousand dollars per
annum.
The average expense of the college
course for the graduating class at
Brown, is $1,769,70.

LITERARY NOTES.

YALE

MISCELLANEOUS :

Johns Hopkins has a system of post-

Literary Life is a journal devoted to
literary men and women, and their
works.
It is full of good things.
The notes are a source of pleasure to
those who wish to know about the life
and present work of authors.
Cleveland, Ohio.
The School Supplement, Eaton Gibson & Co., publishers. Toronto, Canada, is a new .publication of considerable merit. Teachers should examine
it.
The new cover of the Manhattan
was first used on the June number.
This magazine sustains its reputation
as :i worthy companion of that company of eclectic reviews, of which
America is justly proud. In the July
number " Trojan " is continued with
increased interest.
-'Fair Verona"
and •' Riverside Park" are beautifully
illustrated articles. Fach department
is full.
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RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT NO. I

I . price charged for the ordinary trade Cigar*
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
\J filfs will Hud the
They are made from the BRICIITHST, MOST DKI.K ATICI.V FI.AVOKED, AND HKJHEST COST
(.OLD LEAF grown in Virginia, and are absolutely WITHOUT ADULTERATION or drugs.
CAUTION.
Richmond Gem Curly Cut.
Base imitations Of this brand have been put on
The brightest and most delicately flavored
Gold Leaf grown In Virginia. This tobacco is saif, and Cigarette smokers are cautioned that
delightfully mild and fragrant, absolutely with- this 1B the Old Original brand, and to observe
out adulteration or drugs, ami can he Brooked that each package or box of RICHMOND
or inhaled with entire satisfaction, without Irri- 8TRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES bears the signature of
tating the lungs, throat, or mouth.
A.LTL.10N &. OINTEBi Manufacturer*, Richmond, Vu.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT
>
OPERA PUFFS
TURKISH <* I'KRUJUK MIXTURE >TobaC0O8. LITN..K r.E.VUTIKS ^Cigarettes.
RICHMOND (.KM, &C. )
OLD RIP LONG CUT, AC, ftO.
>

ARTIST.
|>EOIAL RATES TO STTTDBITTS.
Removed to Paul's Block, 174 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

L. W.

BALLARD.

Under Music Hall, Lewiston, Maine,

Dealer in All Kinds of Musical Instruments.
BALLARD'S ORCHESTRA
Furnishes Choice Music for Concerts, College Exercises, Etc.

The Old mm SHEET CANDY UAHUFACTOR
Is the place for you to buy your CONFECTIONERY, made fresh every day.
FOREIGN GREEN FRUIT A SPECIALTY.

S. A. CUMMINCS, No. 223 Main Street, Lewiston.

-ft,/I 0SQ00B & CO,;
limuoubs, lint «(«^t«, {smilr*, \

I3TJY YOUR

Boots

'

Shoes

'

and

' Rubbers

) AT (

Spectacles, Sterling Silver and
Rogers's Plated "Ware,

IRVING'S New Boot and Shoe Store,

No. 81 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.

39 LISBON ST., 3Q

HE.NRT A. OSGOOD,

CH. H. OSOOOD,

Cn. G. CORLISS.

LEWISTON,

MAINE.
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV. OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
President.

REV.

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

Professor of Modern Languages

REV.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History ami Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology anil Homiletics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Exegetical Theology.

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN H. RAND, A.M.,

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,

Professor of Mathematics.

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

REV.

THOMAS HILL, D.D.,

REV.

G. S. DICKERMAN,

Lecturer on Ethics.

REV.

Lecturer on English History

W. H. BOW EN, D.D.,

Lecturer on Natural Theology.

G LA SSI GAL D EPA It TMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:—
LATIN: In six books of Virgil's .Eueid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, and in llarkness' Latin Grammar. GREBE : In three books of Xenopbon's Anabasis; two books
of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loomis' or Greenleaf's Arithmetic, in the first
twelve chapters of Loomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH : In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.

GOURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission arc required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must lie prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNK 20, 1884.
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NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LTMAM NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, trie first
vear or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class
The classes arc so arranged that students can enter the school at any tune during the
YOM1*

•
'
BOA1W OF INSTRUCTION.
TVOHY F PRISBEE A.M., PRINCIPAL
Teacher of Latin and Greek.
FRANCIS L. 11AVFS, A.M
Tocher of Crock.
OLIN II. TRACY. A.ll
Teacher
otLlocution.
r
EDWARD R. CHADWICK
Ieacher of Rhetoric.
ALFRED B. MORRILL
Teacher of Mathematics.
WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN
Teacher ot Geography and History.
For further particulars
send for Catalogue.
„„T««W« T> ■• ,
1
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
WALTER E. RANGER, A.M.. PKINCII-.U.—Latin
and Greek, EDWIN V. NA80N, A.M.-Lattn and
Higher Mathematics. Miss AUGUSTA PRE8COTT,
PRECEPTRESS—French and German. Miss JENNIE K. WOODMAN—English Branches. Miss
MABEL U. BEMIS—Instrumental Music. -Miss
JENNIE E. WOODMAN—Painting and Drawing.
MISS MART RAYNES—Elocution.

■

MRS.

R. 11.

HARVEY-Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course,
College Preparatory Course, seminary Scientific
Course, Commercial and Business Course. Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, Elocution,
A Beading-Room of more than thirty of the best
magazines and papers and an excellent Library.
The Cabinet has been recently enhanced by the
acquisition of a line collection of minerals, fossils,
woods, birds, etc., at an expense of several hundred
dollars. Chemical Laboratory with new apparatus
fitted up for individual experiments. Philosophical
Apparatus, etc. Rest moral Influences. Expenses
moderate.
, _
Lyndon Institute was chartered in 1887. During
the year 1888 it has received a permanent endowment Of $-2">,0(K>. The Institute building, which is a
brick and granite building, 100x70feet, built at a
cost of $20,000, has recently been reflnlshed and refurnished at an expense of several tbousand dollars.
11 is delightfullv located on a gentle eminence overlooking the I'nssumpsie. valley, which is surrounded
by beautiful hills and mountains. The Ladles'
Boarding Hall, in charge of the Preceptress, with a
competent Matron, offers unusual advantages for a
home to a limited number of young ladies. Large,
well-ventilated, comfortably furnished rooms,
spring water, excellent, drainage, steam heat, and a
healthful location.
I. VV. SANBORN, Sec'v and Treas.
D- P. HALL, President.

LEBANON ACADEMY,
Pupils-fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
J. C. PERKINS, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the Principal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

§mm Mountain SeminaUj,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLET, at Waterbury Centre.

laine W
Central Institute.
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.

Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
J. H. PARSONS, A.B., Principal.

The Bales Student.

H.F.FOSS&CO., Merchant Tailors.
G. M. ATKINS, Cutter.

Also, Dealers in Trunks, Valises, Hats, Caps, and
Furnishing Goods.
ELM BLOCK, OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE, AUBURN, MAINE

\mar*M

mm

>

*& » ^
(,() TO

CURTIS & ROSS, Corner Lisbon and Ash Streets.
Only Instantaneous Plates used. Reduction Made to Class Work.
C. W. CURTIS.

II. C. BOSS.

**. O. CUTLER,

FtVflrUITi ST, 8/WEflY,

CUSTOM TAILOR,

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all kinds of

AND DSALEB IN

FUKTE

WILLIAM AKIN,

Crackers, Bread, Cake and Pastry,

-WOOLElSrS,

No. 50 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Lewiston, Maine.

Jordan, Frost & Co.,

». 1. WMCIII,

Eastern, Western, and Southern
Sayings Bank Building,

#$kw- *>cd *w ^W

i^Pfi fl.

Corner of Lisbon and Pine Streets,
LEWIHTON, MIS.
ni.Y TOUR

DRUGS, PATENT MEDICINES,
TOILET ARTICLES,

Mouldings, Gutters and Brackets.
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Gross Canal.

A. K. FROST.

r, M. JORDAN.

Steed II. White

♦

-FASHIONABLE-

TAILOR AND DRAPER,
No. 22 Lisbon Street
UESTGraduation Suits a Specialty.

Such as Hair, Tooth. Nail, and Flesh Brushes,
choice Perfumes, Soaps, ftc., of

W. H. TEAGUE. Registered Druggist,

LEWISTON, ME.
Wll. JOKDAN.

AND

No. 28 Lisbon Street.
Ice Cold Soda with Pure Fruit Syrups ami Cream.
Physicians' Prescriptions a specially, imported
and Domestic. Cigars.

•

II. GE It IMS II,
APOTHECARY,

145 Lisbon St., oor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.
Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Artieles, &e., at Reasonable Prices.

The Bates Student

croHiisr isr. WOOD,
DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
STORAGE FOR FLOUR AND CARRIAGES.

No. 64 Middle Street, Near Maine Central Upper Station.

■OSEPHfilLLOTT'S
** STEEL"PENS. '
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

IM:. E. H^IRXJOW,

iiflttftctirej of Ptifi gpift&tOeteryt
A LARGE FRESH STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

CARAMELS AND CREAM GOODS A SPECIALTY.

223 Main St., and 268 Lisbon St,, College Block, Lewiston, Me.
JOHN JAMES & SON,

L

§. FAWMaB.

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES & PROVISIONS iftafc* &mfa§e Muting,
FLOUR OF ALL GRADES.
230 LISBON ST., - - LEWISTON, ME.
AII on.ors promptly attended to.

WHITTUM & FARRART"
(Successors to Jordan ,t Whlttum,)

PAPER HANGING, Ac,
„
....

„

Bates St., Near Main, Lewiston, Me.

GEORGE B. fl«W00D,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS. TRIMMINGS, 4C. Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers
w.

97 Lisbon St, 2 Pilsbury Block,
H. WH.TTUM.

O. D. FARRAR

\
\

,^JL
. „„
LEWISTON, ME.

0oTOt St

- °PP-

Elm House

-

AUBURN, - MAINE.
All Goods Guaranteed and Prices Low as the Lowest

WALKER BROS.,

SMITH & MITCHELL,

DKALERS IN

Dealers In All Kinds of

Fresh, Salt, Smoked, and Pickled Fish, Coal, anA Wood Fitted anfl Unfitted
Oysters. Clams, and Loosters.
(loods delivered without extra charge In all parts of the city.

28 Bates St., opp. Main St. F. B. Church.

0Fp|CE AND yflR[) N£flR ENG|NE Hm£

_ ,
_ .
. „
, ,. _.
Between Bates and Franklin Streets.
L. SMITH. Terms strictly c. 0. o. i. MITCHELL.

The Bates Student.
YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OP

m

Sltt

H*
BOTH PLAIN AND FANCY,

.A.T O. O. MORRSIJIJ'S,
(Formerly C. 8. Newell,)
CORNER LISBON AND MAIN STS.,
LEWISTON, MAINE
#£■ Having had a number of years' experience as head clerk for Mr. Newell, I feel confident that I can
give perfect satisfaction to all my "friends and patrons. Please call and examine my goods and satisfy
yourselves that they arc exactly as represented.

EASTERN STEAM DYE HOUSE.
COATS, PANTS, SHAWLS, SACQUE8, &C,

D^ecl, Cleansed and Repaired.

BONNETS and HATS BLEACHED ail PRESSED
KID GLOVES COLORED AND

CLEANSED.

J. D. BEAL, 105 Lower Main St., Leiviston, Me.

i:. M. MASON,

PAINTER AND PAPER HANGER.
House, Sign, and Decorative Painting. Graining, Glazing,
Kalsomining and Wall Tinting.
All work done in a workmanlike manner. Shop OVCr J. W. Oovell'S HaTIieSS Shop, Main St.
The Best Assortment of

HARDW A. I* E
Can be found at the Store of

E. & M. S. MILLETT,
DKALEKS IN

MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

235 Main Street.
Bird Cages, Clothes Wringers, Skates, Fine l'oc.ket
and Table Cutlery, Fishing Tackle, Whips, &c.

Jj*Goods Carefully Selected and Prices Reasonable. .Q)

^Pjpoy Ikauiul.ry

DR. D. B. 8TROUT,

Under Clark's Drug Store,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts.

ST All work done in the Best Possible Manner, and Guaranteed to Give
Satisfaction or No Charge Will be
Made.

Corner Main and Lisbon Streets,
OVER GARCELON'S DRUG STORE.

The Bates Student.

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

ereliant

Tftlltr«t

AND DEALEKS IN

Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, &c.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine.
Jj* A full line of Fine Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits.

No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston, Maine.

Buy Shirts, Collars, Cuffs,

J. B. SAWYER,
MAKER OF

-AND ALL-

I8KING1 SOdDS
-AT-

r

ROBIE'S SHIRT STORE.

Gents' Boots and Shoes
OF ALL KINDS. SEWED AND PEGGED;

Also Leather and Rubber Repairing
Done in a Workmanlike Manner.

Room No. 3, Journal Block. Up Stairs.

OR. BMERY BAIU3Y, WAKBFIELB BROS.
--

XiID -W I S T O KT,

Mi:.,

tiRf tif,
31-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

—»««.- ■—
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals,

Gas Administered to Extract Teeth.

Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges,
"Brushes, Perfumery, etc.

)Q STEEL
PENS

[STERBROOK'S

WATCHMAKER,

line WnUh I CHoefc Repairing
A

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.
For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N. J.
26 John St., New York.

SPEOIA.LT'V.

All Kinds of Hair Jewelry and Solid Work Made to
Order or Hupaired. No Apprentices.

D. W WIGGINS DRUG STORE. NEW NO. 213LISBON ST.
Iii'ivJHiiin.

Maine.

BTJY YOUR

Fessenden I. Day,

BASEBALL # GOODS

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,

AT

No. !> Journal Block,
Lisbon

Street, Lewiston,

Maine.

J. A. Tracy's Variety Store.
No. 231 Main Street, Lewiston.

The Baits Student.
THE LARGEST STOCK OP CHOICE

N. E. BUREAU OF EDUCATION.

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, k,

Applications for every grade of School .are now
coming in. Teachers who desire to secure the best
positions Should register Immediately. Blank forms
of application and circulars sent to all inquirers,
free of charge. The demand for good teachers at
this office is greater than ever before.
HIRAM OBCUTT, Manager,
16 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

In the City, can he found with

NEALET & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.
49»Bottom l'rices always guaranteed.

A. M. JONES & CO.,
DEALERS IN

BOOTS, SHOES, & RUBBERS,
No. 7 College Block,

LEWISTON, MAINE.

T. J. MURPHY,
Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Sign-BIG GOLD HAT.

STUDENTS' ATTENTION!
Do you wish to cam a large sum of money
during the summer vacation? We want three or
four more Students who are ready to work hard for
good pay to secure subscribers for our beautifully
illustrated magazine, and will give the right men
very large pay. Write at once to the COTTAOE
HSABTH CO., 11 Bromfield St., Boston.

IFOiR, BOSTON
VIA

STEAMERS
FROM

PORTLAND.
FARE, $2.00

Lewiston to Boston

|LOV£ft'0 OWtfCSTMj

(Limited Tickets.)
THE FAVORITE STEAMERS

Music furnished for Concerts, Entertainments, and all occasions where Orchestra
music is needed, at reasonable prices.

JOHN BROOKS & FOREST CITY

GEORGE H- GLOVER.

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 7 o'clock P.M.,
and India Wharf, Boston, at 7 o'clock P.M., (BOB.
days excepted).
Passengers by tins line are reminded that tney
secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
,
Through tickets for sale at nil principal stations
on the Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railways.
Tickets to New York, via the various Sound and
Kail lines for sale.
I&ii-Freights taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen. Ag't.Portland.

ANTED-A f'KW STUDENTS WHP HAVE

W
been successful as

canvassers, to engage, train,
ami start agents for us. We shall promote such
men to State managers as soon as they show that
thevare competent for the position. A State agency
is worth from $3,000 to $'),000 a year. Give age
ftdl particulars of experience. CASSELL & CO.,
(Limited), »12 Broadway, New York.

The Bates Student.
COOPER & CROCKETT,
DKAI.KK OK

£•&«!?«, G&iMISRISS,

THE COST OF

Fruit and Confectionery,

ADVERTISING.

Cor. Main and Park 8ts., - Lewiston, Me.

For any responsible advertiser, making application In good faith, we prepare and furnish a written
estimate, showing the cost of any proposed advertising in the leading Newspapers of the United
States and Dominion of Canada.
We prepare and exhibit printed proofs of any
proposed advertisements.
For the preparing Of estimates no Charge is made,
and the applicant is placed under bo obligation to
transact his advertising business through us unless
it appeavs to him that by doing so he will best advance his own Interests.
A copy of the advertisement, a list of the papers,
the space the advertisement is to occupy, and the
time it is to appear, should all be given with the
application for an estimate of the cost.
When an advertiser does not know what he wants
or what he ought to do, be can designate some sum
of money within which he wishes to limit his expenditure; this will enable us to prepare for him
such a list of papers as will be the best for his
purpose, within the limits which he prescribes.
Send 10c. for 100-page pamphlet. Address

PATENTS

MUNN & CO., of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, coni in in' to act us Solicitors for Patents, Caveats. Trade
Marks. Copyrights, for the United States, Canada,
England, France, Germany, etc. Hand Book about
Patents sent free. Thirty-seven years'experience.
Patents obtained throuirhMUNN & CO. arc noticed
In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, the largest, let. and
most widely circulated scientific paper. 93.20U year.
Weekly. Splendid enKravincs and Interesting information. Specimen copy of the Scientific A iiicrIcnn sent free. Address MUNN & CO.. SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN Office, 2C1 Broadway, Now York.

NOTICE!
FOR

File Shoes at Reasonable Prices
Please call at the

GEO.P.ROWELUCO.

BOSTON SHOE STORE,
113 Lisbon St., Lewiston

Newspaper Advertising Bureau,

SCWEY 8c BUHGE86,
<-HAIR •:• DRESSERS,**

(

wire,
Printing /louse Square,
Opposite Tribune Builo
tiding.

\

/

lO Spruce St., 2STe-w "2"©rls.

Corner of Lisbon and Main Sts.
Slop down a few steps and see one of the coziest
larber Shops in the city,
work guaranteed.
1807.

E8TABU8HBD

1867.

EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S,

CLOTHING CLEANSED, DYED,
PRESSED AND REPAIRED.
Kid Gloves Cleansed and Dyed.
No. 5 Ash St., - - - Lewiston. Me.

jdaae fpoddard, 3|cntidt,
(Successor to Du. M. B. PREHI.E,)

3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburr,Me.

No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

i

c

* Return to ns with TEH
CTS. & you'll get by mail

utThis Out!

A GOLDEN BOX OF GOODS

that will bring j ou in MORE MONEY, in One Month,
than anything else in America. AbsoluteCertainty.
NuL-d u >capital. M. Young,lTaUrcoiiwiuh.SLN'. York.

The Bates Student.

BOOKS FOR EVERY STUDENT'S LIBRARY.
AMERICAN COMMONWEALTHS.

AMERICAN STATESMEN.

Edited by HORACE E. S(TI)I»ER.
A Series of volumes narrating the history of those
States of the Union which have a striking
Political, Social, or Economical History.

Edited by JOHN T. MORSE, Jr.
A Scries of Biographies of Men conspicuous in the.
Political History of the United States.
I. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. By John
T. Morse, Jr.
II. ALEXANDER HAMILTON.
By
Henry Cabot Lodge.
III. JOHN C CALHOUN. By Dr. H.
VOll Hoist.
IV. ANDREW JACKSON.
By Prof.
Win. («. Sunnier.
V. JOHN RANDOLPH.
By Henrv
Adams.
VI. JAMES MUNHOE. By Pres. D. COilman.
VII. THOMAS JEFFERSON. By John
T. Morse, Jr.
VII . DANIEL WEBSTER
By Henry
(ahot Lodge.
IX. ALBERT GALLATIN. By John Austin su-yens.
X. JOHN ADAMS. By John T.Morse, Jr.
(In press.)
Each volume II! mo., gilt top, $1.25.
(Other volumes in preparation.)
Speaking of the series of American Statesmen
and American Men of Letters, the Xew York Times
remarks. '-.Mr. Morse anil Mr. Warner, through
the! enterprise of their Boston publishers, are
doing in their two biographical series a service to
the public, the full extent of which, while well
rewarded in a commercial sense, is doubtless not
generally and rightfully appreciated. Honest and
truly important work il is that they and their colleagues are doing."

I. VIRGINIA. By John Estcn Oooke.
II. OREGON. By William Harrows.
Each volume, 16 mo., gilt top, $1.23.
{Other volumes in preparation.)
" It is clear that this series will occupy an entirely
new place in our historical literature. Written by
competent anil aptly chosen authors, from fresn
materials, in convenient form, anil with a line
regard to proportion and proper emphasis, they
promise to supply most satisfactorily a positive
want.—Boston Journal.

AMERICAN MEN OF LETTERS.
Edited by CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.
Biographies of Distinguished American Authors.
I. WASHINGTON IRVING. By Charles
Dudley Warner.
II. NOAH WEBSTER. By Horace E. Senddcr.
III. HENRY D. THOHEAU. By Frank B.

Sanborn.

IV. GEORGE RIPLEY. By Oclavius Brooks

Frothingbam.

v. JAMES PENIMORE COOPER. By
VI.

Prof. T. R. Lounsbury.
MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI. By

T. W. Higginson.
Each volume, with portrait, 10 mo., gilt top, fl.26.
(Other volumes in preparation.)

V* For sale by all Booksellers. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt
of price by the Publishers.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.

1 HCEAWI
X £3 I_> JB S

O 3P

,_AJ 1 EMU)*

S X~3G © .A, X» o,

These Islands, situated a distance of ten miles off the New Hampshire coast, are blessed
with an even temperature, a remarkably pure and invigorating atmosphere, perfect quiet and
entire freedom from dust. The most eminent physicians recommend a sojourn at the Shoals as
possessing all the sanitary influences of a sea voyage.
The Hotel, accommodating 400 guests, is new- ami elegantly furnished, lighted with gas
fitted with electric bells, and is first-class in all its appointments. It, is provided with a Music
Hall, Bowling Alley, Hot and Cold Bath. A tine Orchestra is engaged for the season. A Meet
of good Boats always at command, either for rowing, sailing, or tishing.
THE OCEANIC is reached from Portsmouth, N. H., by a three-miles sail down the lovely
Piscataqua and seven miles out into the open sea. It is only three hours ride from Boston or
Portland. Baggage through, to and from Boston and Portland, free.
LAIGHTON

I3KOTIIKKK,
Proprietors.

O. L. FRI8BEE,
Manager,

The Bates Student.

ARTISTIC

PHOTOGRAPHY,
•

514 Congress Street,

A

Portland, Maine.

J^i_
TH£ARTISZOMTtt£SPQJ.
Branches at Old Orchard and Bridgton, J7e\, and Bethlehem

( White

Mountains), N. H.

FINE PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY.

C. Y. CLA^ RK,
fv©py§ Bowrdf 9 IFeed St
CARRIAGES FURNISHED FOR FUNERALS AND PRIVATE PARTIES.

^.11 Orders T?xo2ra.-ptly -A.ttend.eol to.
TS/LA.TJSTT1LE-WISTON,
....

LIFE INSURANCE.
PLEASE EXAMINE THE MASSACHUSETTS NON-FORFEITURE LAW UNDER
WHICH THE

*}VJ

?

fe Insurant

B^

&

»

(The Oldest Chartered Company in America) Works:
CASH SURRENDER VALUE EACH YEAR!
LARGE DIVIDENDS!

LIBERAL FORM OF POLICY
ABSOLUTE SECURITY !

V. RICHARD FOSS, Gen'l Agt, 1761-2 Middle St, Portland.
BRANCH OFFICE : Savings Bank Building, Lewiston.

The Bates Student.

FINE PRINTING. LOW PRICES,

35 Lisbon Street.
BRADBURY & SMITH, Proprieiors.
All work warranted to give satisfaction
or no charge will be made.
'".

ABOVE ALL COMPETITORS
.•5TTHE-

OF ALL KINDS EXECUTED AT THE

Journal Job Office,
LEWISTON, MAINE,

LIGHTRUNNING

NEWHOME

One of tho Largest Printing Houses East of Boston.

Good Work at Low Prices
IT All orders addressed to the

PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL,
Lewiston, Maine.
GEOKGE

F.

PtTXTQIS,

HAIR DHE8SER,
232 Lisbon Street, Two Doors South of P. 0.,
Up Stairs, Lewiston,

HAIR CUTTING,

-

-

-

15 CENTS.

.Mure than 19 years' experience in the business.

CSSr

■SEWING MACHINE CO'
30 UNION SQUARE.NEW YORK
CHICAGO, ILL.ORANGE, MASS.
AND ATLANTA, GA.~
WBS SSBMffiK 11 FOR SALE BY

SULLIVAN &HILDEETH, Lewiston.

®wsm
(BKFOBE.)

(AFTER.)

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and other ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES are sent on 30 Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OLD, who are suffcrlni? from NERVOUS DEBILITY, LOST VITALITY-,
WABTI.NU WEAKNESSES, ami all those diseases of a
PERSONAL NATURE, resulting from ABUSES and
OTHER CAUSES.
Speedy relief and complete
restoration to HEALTH, V'KIOR and MANHOOD
UUARANTEED.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BELT <'Q.« Marshall, Mich,

Maine Central Railroad
Mt. Desert Branch Ready for Uiisiness.
ON AND AFTER

MONDAY, JUNE 23, 1884.
Passenger Trains leave Lewiston upper
Station :
7.20 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
9.46 A.M., for Fannington, Winthrop, and
Maranacook.
11.60 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
2.32 P.M., for Winthrop, Waterville, Skowhegan, Farmington, Bangor, Aroostook Co., and St. John.
4.16 P.M., for Portland and Boston, arriving
in Boston via Fast Express at !)..'S0
P.M.
11.05 P.M., (Mixed,) for Waterville, Skowhegan, and St. John.
Passenger Trains leave Lewiston lower
Station:
().:'.,"( A.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta. Portland, and Boston.
8.45 A.M., (.Mixed.) for Farmington, arriving
at Farmington at 2.20 P.M.
11.00 A.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
Portland, anil Boston.
1.00 P.M. for Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Bangor, Ellsworth, and Bar Harbor.
2.30 P.M., for Farmington.
5.40 P.M.. for Brunswick, Bath. Augusta,
Waterville, and Bangor.
11.30 P.M., ((-very night,) for Brunswick, Bangor, Aroostook Co., St. John, and
Boston, and for Bath, Saturday
nights only. Buns to Bar Harbor,
hut not to other points beyond Bangor, Sunday mornings.
This train returns to Lewiston on arrival of
Night Pullman trains from Bangor and Boston,
arriving in Lewiston at 1.30 A.M.
Passenger Trains leave Auburn :
7.23 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
!).32 A.M. for Fannington, Winthrop, and
Maranacook.
11.54 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
2.18 P.M., for Winthrop, Waterville, Skowhegan, Fannington, and Bangor.
4.18 P.M., for Portland and Boston.
10.45 P.M., (Mixed,) for Waterville, SUowhegan, and Bangor.
PAYSON TUCKER,
F. E. Boothby,
Gcn'l Manager.
Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
PORTLAND, June 18, 1884.

THE MORNING STAE
A large and excellent religious paper for the family
or for any person. Price, $-2.00.
SUNDAY SCHOOL PAPERS,
LITTLE STAR and MYRTLE, are published alternate
weeks. Price, 35 cents each) in packages to one address,
25 cents each.
QrARTKRLY a'ul three grades of LKSSON LKAVKS.
Send orders, or for sampl ■ copies to
I. D. STEWART. DoVEB, N. II.

CHANDLER

&

ESTES,

DEALERS IN

School, Miscellaneous,
and Stanflaril Books,
Blank Booh, Stationery,
Periodicals, Auto, and Photo. Albums,
Paper Hangings, Window
Shades, Etc.,

45 Lisbon St.,cpp.Mr.sicHall,Lewiston
You can tret your WATCH CLEANED
and WARRANTED for $1.00,
AT E. E. POMEROY'S,
No. 3 Frye Block.
A Fine Assortment of Jewelry always on hand.

Go to Perkins' Cigar
Store for all kinds of
Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes,
m i d Ciga i 'ettes.
E. PERKINS.
Perkins7 Orchestra.

*5*We are prepared to famish from one to eleven meu
at the shortest notice, for Wedding Parties, Exhibitions,
Dramatic Entertainments, Balls, Private Parties, Assemblies, etc.
Cornet and Piano furnished if desired.
Call on or address
E. Perkins, Lewiston, Me.
Office at Perkins1 Cigar Store.

NTHP

AKGAltfS-lMATCHES-JEtfELRj'&e. fe>
- .n -FIRST-CLASS'REPAIIllNq-.. K/R «
\4& LISBON ST. LEWISTON, lW£. Vi/J

T. R. HBRBEST,
Manufacturer of

9ZCV9B1 F8AIB8S,
Mouldings, oval and Square Frames. Pictures.
Photographs, Stereoscopic Views, at Wholesale and
Retail. Also, a Largo Line of Brackets, Paper
Hangings and Window Shades <>f all descriptions,
and Lowest Prices guaranteed. Pictures of every
description Framed to Order, orders by Mail or
Express promptly attended to.
No. 'J Centennial Block, Lewiston. E£«*.

LAKE AUBURN

Mineral Spring Hotel.
OPEN FHOM

DeWilt House.
Opposite Public Park, City Hall, and
Post Office.

JUNE TO OCTOBER.

THE COMMERCIAL MEN'S HOME.

Five Miles from Lewiston and Auburn.
First-Class in Every Particular.

Banquets and Catering
For Parties a .Specialty.

For rates and information, address
FEANK A. HALE, Proprietor.

CLOTHING !

FRANK A. HALE, Proprietor.

The Largest Stock and Best Assortment of

CLOTHING ! I

In Lewiston, is to be found at

BICKNELL & NEAL'S, 86 Lisbon Street, corner Ash.
Also one of the Largest and Best Stocks of Hats, Caps, Trunks, Umbrellas, and Gents' Furnishing
Goods. We manufacture large quantities of our own goods, thus enabling us to offer a First-Class Article
for Less Mowey than any other iirni in the city. And we guarantee in every case the Latest Styles and
Best of Fits. *&- Graduating Suits a specialty.
BICKNELL & NEAL, 86 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

Bookseller.
NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

V&ficnebi
AND DRALKR IX

BLANK BOOKS,

On nearly every subject, at Low Prices.
Blank Hooks, Stationery, Newspapers jind Magazines, Albums, &c. Old Books Bought, Sold, and
Kxehanged.
Second-Hand School and College
Text-Books a Specialty.

THE BLUE BOOKSTORE
120 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

ALBUMS, AND
ART NOVELTIES.

College Stationery a. Specialty

GENTLEMEN, we call your attention
to our Splendid Line of ohoes, which
embraces a large variety of Standard
makes, including all grades from the
finest to the coarsest. Prices always the
lowest and a Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

MELCHER

&

MILLER,

UNDER MUSIC HALL. LEWISTON. MAINE.
GREAT BARGAINS

No. 2 Frye Block,
LKWISTON, - MAINE.
FINK GOODS.

LOW PRICKS.

IN

STUDENTS' FURNITURE
Large Stock of all kinds of
HOUSEKEEPING
GOODS,
Both New ami Second-Hand. Call ami
Examine for yourself.

S. RECORD, Lower Main St.

